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Preliminary

A child may be born after the death of its natural father. That has always been the case. Modern advances in technology now create a new possibility and a child may be both conceived and born after the death of its father. This creates many legal complexities and uncertainties, one of which relates to the posthumously conceived child’s capacity to inherit from the deceased father’s estate. This article examines the novel legal questions that arise in relation to such children and succession. In particular, the extent to which sperm is inheritable, the obstacles faced by posthumously conceived children in inheriting from the natural father and the circumstances when a duty to provide for the child from the estate will arise.

Posthumous Reproduction

As noted, advances in biotechnology and cryopreservation have made it possible for a man to father a child some time after he has died.1 Such children may be conceived utilising Artificial Reproductive Technology (hereinafter referred to as ART) with frozen ejaculate sperm harvested before the father’s death, or with sperm obtained by posthumous sperm retrieval from the corpse soon after the death. Posthumous conception is ethically controversial and has been banned by some countries (France, Germany, Sweden and Canada), and allowed in others, such as the UK, if there is explicit pre-mortem consent to the procedure.2 Less restrictive regimes exist and it is possible to utilise the procedure in Belgium and the United States without the
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deceased’s prior written consent, while Israel has the most liberal regime freely allowing posthumous sperm retrieval and the transfer of pre-embryos at the widow’s request.3

Opponents of posthumous conception contend that it is undesirable to conceive children who have no possibility of a social relationship to their genetic father and argue that deliberately creating a single parent household is harmful to the child.4 Pre-conception legal controversies focus on the extent to which sperm can be considered ‘property’ for the purposes of succession law (and thus who could inherit them after death),5 and on the nature of the consent necessary for posthumous sperm retrieval and use in a subsequent ART procedure. Post-conception disputes concern filiation (can the deceased genetic parent be the legal parent?) and inheritance rights against the deceased father’s estate. These two questions overlap, but they are not identical. It is possible to be the legal parent of a child, and yet that child may have no entitlement to inheritance as against that parent.

**Sperm as Inheritable Property?**

The question as to whether sperm is capable of passing by succession has been the subject of some notable litigation.6 Typically, a widow or surviving partner of the deceased seeks control of his frozen sperm samples with a view to using them for the purposes of conception.7 Notwithstanding doubts as to whether sperm is appropriately an object of property,8 such claims have generally been successful. The finding that sperm may be inheritable property has been based alternatively on the fact that the donor exerted control over it after it left his body
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3 Tremellen and Savulescu, “Presumed Consent” [2015], p. 7.
4 Bahadur, “Death and Conception” [2002], p. 2772. Although, as Robertson points out, this is hardly persuasive as the alternative is for the child not to exist (since the acts that are stated to be harmful to the child are those that bring it into existence): J.A. Robertson, Children of Choice: Freedom and the New Reproductive Technologies (Princeton, USA: Princeton University Press, 1994), pp. 120-122; J.A. Robertson, “Posthumous Reproduction” [1993] 69 Indiana Law Journal 1027.
and prior to his death, or that the sample had been extracted by the ‘work and skill’ of a physician acting as the agent of the widow.

These cases do not establish that sperm samples are property for all purposes. It seems likely that any inheritable interest that exists in a frozen sperm sample is a more limited form of property. Thus, its owner cannot exercise all of the standard incidents set down in Honoré’s famous conception of ownership. For instance, transmissibility allows an owner to transmit his interest in property without fetter. To admit that one has ‘full-blooded ownership’ of the sperm received via succession (i.e. its owner can enjoy all of the standard incidents of ownership) would be to admit that a widow could make any use she wished of the samples. She would be free to sell or gift them to anyone she wished, irrespective of the wishes of the deceased.

For example, in the leading case of Hecht v Superior Court, the deceased had left express written instructions that the samples be used by his partner. Nonetheless, the probate court ordered the samples to be deposited as residual assets of the estate pursuant to a scheme of arrangement between the deceased’s girlfriend and surviving children in a 20:40:40 division. The appeal court, perhaps realising the mischief that might arise, changed it view and held the samples to be the property of the deceased’s girlfriend for the purposes of procreation.

In light of this, it is of note that Honoré expressly contemplates a right of transmissibility limited to the ‘first, second or third generation of transmitees’, although he does not elaborate the circumstances where it would be appropriate to impose this restriction. Perhaps the right to any sperm sample received by succession should be limited to transmission to one specified person only (e.g. the widow) for limited purposes (use or destruction), not unlike the quasi-property rights next-of-kin-enjoy over dead bodies to ensure their prompt burial.
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9 Hecht v. Superior Court (1993); Bazley v. Wesley Monash IVF Pty Ltd [2010].
10 Estate of the Late Mark Edwards [2011]; N. Maddox, ‘Property, Control and Separated Human Biomaterials’ [2016] 23 European Journal of Health Law 1, at 16-21. The leading authority for recognising property in body parts where they have been altered by the work/skill of the claimant is the Australian case of Dodeward v. Spence (1908) 6 C.L.R. 406.
13 For discussion see Maddox, “Property, Control and Separated Human Biomaterials” [2016], pp. 19-21.
14 Honoré, “Ownership”[1961], at 120-121.
Obstacles to Inheritance Faced by Posthumously Conceived Children

Express Provision and the Rule Against Perpetuities

Children conceived posthumously face particular obstacles to inheritance from their deceased father’s estate. Such children will usually be born into single parent homes, and in many cases it is not fanciful to assume economically disadvantaged as a result. Of course, a parent may expressly provide for such a child in his will, but this is less likely to happen where the death was sudden and unexpected. Furthermore, the parent cannot bequeath insurance or social welfare benefits to a posthumous child. Given that most people who resort to posthumous conception are at an earlier stage of their lives, these may be the only significant assets that they have.

There is also the perpetuities problem. Previously, there would be little difficulty with a bequest by a testator such as “to Simon’s children who reach twenty-one.” Implicit in recognising such a gift as valid is the assumption than all of Simon’s children will reach that age within twenty-one years of Simon’s death, plus any period of gestation. Given the availability of modern reproductive technology, this is no longer a safe assumption and it is possible for Simon’s children to be conceived and born many years after his death. A number of possibilities arise as to the validity of the gift.

If Simon dies without fathering any children, but leaves a deposit of frozen sperm, the gift could arguably be struck down under the ‘classical’ common law rule as there is a possibility it may vest outside the perpetuity period. Alternatively, the gift could be upheld as valid and the possibilities and contingencies created by the new technologies ignored. Given the existence of a “wait and see” jurisdiction, such an approach would save all gifts that vested within twenty-one years from the testator’s death, or within the new 125 year period created
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by the Perpetuities and Accumulations Act 2009. The validity of gifts which vest outside the time period is less clear-cut. The new time period of 125 years specified in the 2009 Act commences once the instrument creating it becomes effective, thus will run from the death of the testator if the gift is in a will. For dispositions prior to 2009 to which the old rule applies, one possibility is that the definition of “lives in being” could be extended for as long a period as the deceased’s frozen sperm remained viable to take account of modern procreative options. Such gifts may also be saved by modern “cy pres” jurisdiction. Where provision for prospective children is made by way of trust, either testamentary or inter vivos, a stronger argument can be made for the trust’s validity if some other person who is a beneficiary is already born.

Intestacy, Parentage and What Constitutes Sufficient Express Provision

Intestacy also presents many obstacles to inheritance for the posthumously conceived child. The majority of people die intestate. Thus, inheritance rights are dependent on the deceased being recognised as the legal parent of the posthumously conceived child. Normally, the dead are not classed as legal parents, but there is an exception. At common law, a child is presumed to be the legitimate offspring of the deceased if it is born within the normal period of gestation measured from the date of the parent’s death. This presumption was developed to ensure that children conceived before the death but born after it could inherit as if they had been born in the lifetime of the deceased.

In any event, it is unlikely that a posthumously conceived child will be born within this period given the circumstances; namely, the potential mother has just been widowed and the likely legal delays. This was the case with Diane Blood who was involved in some notable litigation to enable her to have her deceased husband’s frozen sperm samples transferred to a clinic in
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20 S. 3(1) of the Perpetuities and Accumulations Act 1964.
21 S. 6.
Belgium where she could lawfully undergo an IVF procedure with them.\textsuperscript{28} For the reasons noted, her deceased husband was not their legal father under UK law. This resulted in follow up litigation whereby she contended—successfully—that the law (s.28(6)(b) of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act 1990) that allowed the state to refuse to enter the deceased father’s name on the child’s birth certificate was incompatible with Article 8 of the ECHR, the provision which protects private and family life.\textsuperscript{29} This resulted in the Human Fertilisation and Embryology (Deceased Fathers) Act 2003 whereby children born in such circumstances will have their deceased father’s name entered on their birth certificate as a matter of statutory right.\textsuperscript{30}

Nevertheless, this legal change is merely symbolic and has little substance beyond that.\textsuperscript{31} There are no rights that the child has vis-à-vis the father beyond the entry of the name on the birth certificate. The deceased is not regarded as the legal parent of the child who is thus excluded from claims in intestacy and under the Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependents) Act 1975. There is good reason for this. In the parliamentary debates on the passage of the 2003 Act, it was expressly acknowledged that the 1990 Act was framed so as to prevent difficulties in winding up estates; Baroness Pitkeathley noted that: “Because sperm can be stored for up to 39 years—although the statutory period is only ten years—there is no doubt that if rights of inheritance or succession were to arise, this could be a substantial problem.”\textsuperscript{32} Indeed, Baroness Warnock strongly supported the bill notwithstanding the fact that she previously chaired a Committee of Inquiry that had come out strongly against posthumous conception.\textsuperscript{33} One of the reasons for this change of mind was the idea that posthumous children would be “lying in wait to be born” and it would be impossible to finalise succession or title if paternity were recognised.\textsuperscript{34} They had not considered separating the registration of the biological father from legal paternity.\textsuperscript{35}

Implicit in this discussion is the fact that any posthumously conceived children will have no claim against their deceased fathers’ estate in an intestacy, as he will not be deemed their legal

\textsuperscript{28} Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority, ex parte Blood [1997] 2 W.L.R. 806.
\textsuperscript{31} HL Debates Vol 650 Col 1149 (4th July 2003).
\textsuperscript{33} HL Debates, Vol 650 Col 1151 (4th July 2003).
\textsuperscript{34} HL Debates, Vol 650 Col 1151 (4th July 2003).
parent. Indeed, outside of the succession issues and the matters covered in the 2003 Act, it is difficult to conceive of the relevance of recognising the deceased’s parenthood since he cannot take on any of the responsibilities of fatherhood and be an active participant in his child’s life by virtue of his death. Some jurisdictions explicitly exclude posthumously conceived children from intestate inheritance, and the child can only inherit if expressly provided for in the father’s will. However, it is unclear if the testator must make explicit reference to the child’s posthumous status in the will for them to inherit, or whether a gift to ‘my children’ would suffice. The cardinal rule of construction is that effect be given to the intention of the testator, the words in the will being given their natural meaning. There was a well settled rule, since repealed, that “children” bore the natural meaning “legitimate children”. If an analogous interpretation were favoured by the courts, it would exclude a posthumously conceived child benefiting from any gift the testator makes simply to his “children.” If this interpretation were adopted, a testator would have to expressly identify posthumous children as being the intended recipients of the gift for it to pass.

Certain jurisdictions recognise the person who has provided genetic material as the legal parent if that person consented in writing to use of his genetic materials. Such a requirement may specify that consent to the posthumous use of the material be obtained, while others only require consent to the use of the material for reproduction (normally by the surviving spouse). A time limit is also imposed whereby the child must be born or be in utero within a specific period after the father’s death in order for him to be the legal parent. Such time limits will likely solve any difficulties with estate administration, but clearly any child born too late would lose any claim against the natural father’s estate.
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37 In the United States: Florida, North Dakota and Georgia expressly preclude intestate succession by a child conceived after the father’s death, while the effect of Ohio’s statutes, although not expressly precluding intestate succession in such circumstances, is likely the same: S.N. Gary, “Posthumously Conceived Heirs: Where the Law Stands and What To Do About It Now” [2005] 19 Probate and Property 32, at 34.
42 UPA Act 2002.
43 Such as in Louisiana: Gary, Posthumously Conceived Heirs’, [2005], p. 34.
44 In California, for example, the child must be in utero within two years of the father’s death, whereas Louisiana states that the child must be born within three years of the death: Gary, “Posthumously Conceived Heirs” [2005] p. 34.
A Duty to Provide For Posthumously Conceived Children by Will?

Blackstone’s ‘Voluntary Creation of Need’

It is unlikely that a child has a broad legal ‘right’ to inherit from a parent. Blackstone believed it to be a civil right rather than a natural right. Nevertheless, if one concedes that such a moral claim exists, it rests surely on the idea of not allowing one’s dependents become destitute: “that stock picture of anguish, the starving widow and her brood of orphans” as one commentator describes it. Mill argued that the only justifiable claim a child has against his parents is for education and training to prepare for a successful life. As human beings, we bear moral responsibility for our voluntary acts that impact upon the lives of others. This is clearly evident in the moral duty that parents owe to the children they have brought into the world. Of this, Blackstone noted:

The duty of parents to provide for the maintenance of their children, is a principle of natural law; an obligation laid on them not only by nature itself, but by their own proper act, in bringing them into the world; for they would be in the highest manner injurious to their issue, if they only gave their children life, that they might afterwards see them perish. By begetting them, therefore, they have entered into a voluntary obligation, to endeavour, as far as in them lies, that the life which they have bestowed will be supported and preserved. Thus, the children will have the perfect right of maintenance against their parents.

Although Blackstone viewed such an obligation of maintenance as a moral one, and thus not legally enforceable, the ‘voluntary creation of need’ is now the most accepted theory as to genitors liability for child support. This moral duty is now seen as a generally enforceable
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49 D. Callahan, ‘Bioethics and Fatherhood’[1992], at 737.
legal duty of maintenance. Although utilising the ‘voluntary creation of need’ as the basis for child support obligations has been criticised, obliging both parents to contribute child-support, whether married or not, lowers the financial burden on society to such an extent that there is little incentive for the state to revisit it.

Nonetheless, the legal recognition of the moral duty of a parent to provide for his or her dependents, and not to burden the state with their maintenance, is far less extensive after their death; as one commentator notes: “[t]he considerable obligation this side of the grave contrasts sharply with the absence of a comparable obligation after death.” This is rooted in the fact that there is a conflict between the freedom of a parent to dispose of property by will and the duty of that parent to maintain his dependent children. The concern to protect testamentary freedom is most strongly evident in the United States where, subject to one exception, a testator is free to disinherit needy, dependant children. It is thought by some that to interfere with this freedom is to interfere with the testator’s right to do what he wishes with his property; thus it threatens his authority over his family. Notwithstanding this concern, substantial statutory protection exists for disinherited spouses. This lacuna has been criticised with proposals that the parental child support obligation that exists during the life of the parent be extended beyond death, for at least a testator’s needy and dependent children, through either a forced share (similar to civil law legitime), or by determination of a court.


58 Laube ‘The Right of a Testator to Pauperize his Helpless Dependents’[1928], p. 560.


Legislative Restrictions on Freedom of Testation

In civil law countries, the decedent’s survivors are protected by both community property and the legitime (granting forced heirship dependent on status); unlike common law countries where there was little restriction on testator freedom extending from the fourteenth century until the twentieth. It is Mill’s narrow claim as to a parent’s support obligations that is reflected in legislative restrictions on freedom of testation in England and New Zealand, where claims by children of the testator are limited to minors and those offspring unable to make a living due to incapacity. Such restrictions are commonly referred to as ‘testator’s family maintenance’, named after the original statutory scheme in New Zealand, which served as the basis for restrictions on freedom of testation in Australia, Canada and England. The English provisions are typical of such schemes and contained in the Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependents) Act 1975. The Act allows a decedent’s spouse (or cohabitant) and children to file a claim if they have not been afforded ‘reasonable financial provision’ by the will (or by the operation of the law of intestacy).

Indeed, the definition of ‘child’ for the purposes of the Act is so broad as to encompass any person who was treated as a child by the decedent during his marriage(s), or anyone maintained in whole or in part by the decedent immediately prior to his death. Notwithstanding the expansion of this category, it is of note that posthumously conceived children would still be excluded from a claim under the Act. The deceased would not be their legal parent for the reasons already mentioned, and could obviously not have maintained them or treated them as his child prior to his death, thus precluding any claim.

In any event, the broadening of the category of people who may claim as a ‘child’ under the 1975 Act suggests a policy change from allowing claims based solely on status (i.e. is the decedent the legal parent of the child?) to need, i.e. a decedent’s estate may face a claim from a child if he was acting in loco parentis to it during his lifetime. Perhaps this recognises that
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64 Brashier, “Disinheritance and the Modern Family”, p. 121.
66 In the UK, the Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependents) Act 1975 repealed and replacing earlier maintenance acts. In New Zealand it is governed by the Family Protection Acts 1900-1955.
69 S. 1.
70 S. (1)(1)(d) and s. 1(1)(1)(e).
minor children are particularly vulnerable to disinheritance. Unlike the spouse, the minor child has no opportunity to protect itself from disinheritance or to mitigate its effects, and is bound to a family not of its choice or making.\textsuperscript{72} Thus, the posthumously conceived child is a member of a class that is vulnerable to disinheritance, but unlike other such minor children, has no statutory remedy to mitigate his or her position.

\textit{Voluntary Creation of Need and Parental Intent}

The question arises as to whether posthumously conceived children have at least an ethical claim against the deceased father’s estate; thus a case can be made for legal recognition of such a claim. If one accepts the ‘voluntary creation of need’, as the basis for the child-support obligation, the validity of such a claim would surely depend on the circumstances surrounding the freezing of the decedent’s sperm sample. In a country such as the UK where express written consent to the use of the sample after death is required,\textsuperscript{73} it can be strongly contended that the deceased father ‘voluntarily’ created the need by granting his explicit written consent to the use of his sperm for conception after death. In circumstances where the father’s consent extends to taking the sample for use in an ART procedure, but does not mention what is to be done with it in the event of his death, the position is less clear. Israel, for instance, does not require such explicit consent and the widow’s view that her husband would have supported such posthumous use of the sperm is sufficient.\textsuperscript{74}

In cases of posthumous sperm procurement, it is difficult to characterise posthumous conception as the ‘voluntary creation of need’ by the deceased. There are a number of reasons for this. Generally, healthy young men do not consider death as imminent and something to be planned for.\textsuperscript{75} One survey of men of reproductive age found that just 4% of them had discussed posthumous conception with their partners, and an even smaller number had recorded their wishes in an advanced written directive.\textsuperscript{76} Furthermore, posthumous sperm retrieval is

\textsuperscript{72} Brashier, ‘Disinheritance and the Modern Family’[1994], pp. 169-170.
\textsuperscript{73} S. 28 Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act 1990.
\textsuperscript{74} K. Tremellen and J. Savulescu, “A Discussion Supporting Presumed Consent For Posthumous Sperm Procurement and Conception” [2015] 30 Reproductive Biomedicine Online 6. This also happened in the Australian case of \textit{Bazley v. Wesley Monash IVF Pty Ltd} [2010] Q.S.C. 118 where a sperm sample had been frozen and stored before the death of the donor, who had not provided any written consent governing what was to be done with the sperm after death.
\textsuperscript{75} K. Tremellen and J. Savulescu, “Presumed Consent for Posthumous Sperm Procurement”[2015], p. 7.
generally sought in cases where a young man’s death is sudden and unexpected, thus allowing no time to obtain any express authorisations to such a procedure. Decisions about the permissibility of posthumous sperm retrieval often take place in an evidentiary vacuum where there is little or no evidence of what the deceased’s attitudes towards the procedure were; indeed he may never have considered it.

Current ethical debate concerning the permissibility of both posthumous sperm retrieval and posthumous conception focuses on the quality of the consent—express, implied, or presumed—necessary to authorise these procedures. The ‘restrictive view’ whereby posthumous sperm retrieval and conception is limited to cases where the deceased has provided explicit consent to the procedure is the one that dominates. Where consent has been obtained before death, the European Society of Human Reproduction and Embryology and the Ethics Committee of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine, the two major reproductive professional societies, support posthumous conception and there is evidence that the public holds similar sentiments.

There are, however, ethicists who advocate less restrictive regimes: allowing insemination and conception in all cases unless the procedure has been explicitly refused, or where there is no reasonable evidence that the deceased person desired children (described as the ‘permissible view’), or even less restrictive again: where the deceased has not expressly opted out of the procedure. Sperm retrieved under such legal regimes, where there is no other evidence of procreative intent on behalf of the deceased, could hardly be described as the ‘voluntary creation of need’ by him. The position is not always clear-cut, however. Where, for example a testator deposits sperm prior to his death but leaves no instructions as to its posthumous use, one could argue that the fact of its deposit alone says something as to his wishes, and creates a duty to maintain any child subsequently born of an IVF procedure, but this is clearly contestable.
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Conclusion

A posthumously conceived child suffers the immediate disadvantage of never knowing his or her natural father. Unless the mother remarries, there is also the potential economic disadvantage of being born into a single-parent household combined, for the reasons outlined, with the possibility of having no claim against the deceased father’s estate. Posthumously created children face unique obstacles to inheriting from their natural father’s estate. If one accepts the ‘voluntary creation of need’ as the basis for a child support obligation, any testamentary duty to provide for a posthumously conceived child is then dependent on the (varied) circumstances in which the sperm sample used in the ART procedure was retrieved. It also seems that such samples can pass by succession, although arguably their use and transmission must be restricted.